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From: Joseph Petrosino
To:
Date: 28/04 11:35AM
Subject: Request for Telephone Discussion

Dea

Since I could not locate your name In th
attempted to reach you at your home tele one number Sand I left a message on
your home voice-mail.

As I said In my previous e-mail. I am an Allegations Coordinator at the NRC's Headquarters
Office In Rockville, Maryland,'and I am in receipt of the concerns which you transmitted to the
NRC Allegation staff on May 21 and May 27, 2004.

Mr. Jim Heller, Region Ill Office Allegation Coordinator took initial responsibility for your
concerns and referred the concems'lto NMC for Its response. The Initial NMC response to Rill
was not as comprehensive as our Reglon Ilifstaff had requested; consequently, the
communications between NMC and the RiII staff are currently still ongoing. However, Mr. Heller
also transferred the concerns to our Headquarters allegation staff so that the Headquarters
Division of Engineering and appropriate reactor systems personnel can also be Involved and to
coordinate all of the planned actions.

In my previous e-mall to you I requested a telephone discussion with you Tuesday, after the
holiday. However, In light of your May'27th e-mail to the NRC, I was hoping that we could talk
today.

Our NRC Headquarters switchboard In'Rockville,-Maryland, Is (P00) 368-5642. You can then
ask for extensioni 2979 (my name Is 'Joe Petrosino) or ext 4018, (Harold Chemoff - Project.
Manager- Point Beach). The purpose of the call is to obtain a better understanding of your
specific concerns and discuss the aspects of the Issues.

You can reach me by e-mall at lIIp @nrc.gov.

Your-concerns will be processed in accordance with our allegation management system and
your Identity will not be released to NMC or other entities, with the exception of NRC staff on'a
need-to-know basis.

Regards,
Joe Petrosino
(800) 368-5642 (Ext 2979)
(301) 415-2979
NRR Allegations Coordinator

CC: Chernoff, Harold; Cwalina, Gregory nl a=0dancewkhthfe c F om of Informa~n


